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Manifestos that talks to bread and 
butter issues of students.  
Also ideological orientation of 
those available was an issue too.  
The Character of the leader and 
his/her appeal to masses. 

Accountability mechanism that 
were in place. Student Assembly 
promoted participatory democracy 
wherein SRC leaders will account 
to structures before accounting to 
masses.  
Therefore leader’s ability will be 
measured by peers. 

Honest, discipline, humility and 
dedications to serve students and 
represents their interest without 
any fear. 

I was inspired historically by the 
1944 ANCYL Leadership of 
Lembede, Tambo, Mandela and 
1976 Soweto Uprising Cohort of 
students’ leaders, their 
determination even when they face 
ultimate price of death.  
On campus I was inspired by 
scholars of Marx Cde Sello 
Maluleke, who selflessly guided me 
throughout the process. 

Very high and of course divided in 
line with ideology which 
characterized the founding 
principles of those movements. 

Not really, it was an acceptable 
issue that students’ leaders will 
receive stipends during holidays; 
otherwise the only incentives were 
your ability to study and stay free. 



The elections were political and mainly 
across colour lines.  During that period, 
the university was a clear-cut racially 
motivated student life.  In that period a 
new constitution was introduced which 
allowed for a separation between policy 
making portfolios and service orientated 
portfolio of the SRC.   

The policy making positions could 
candidates were required to be nominated 
by a student organization (whether 
cultural or political it didn’t matter).  This 
allowed for a broader participation in key 
decision making positions.  However, Out 
of the 20 contested SRC seats, only 2 
positions made it into the SRC.   

There was a lot of apathy from students 
towards the SRC elections.  Voter turnout 
was poor.  In 1999 about 3000 students 
cast their votes in a student population of 
almost 10 000. 

We decided to participate in SRC election 
because we wanted to participate in the 
crafting of the transformation agenda of 
the University.  Our organization was 
already participating in structures such as 
Student Transformation Forum, Student 
Parliament and other forums with the 
university management, and we also had 1 
member of the SRC.  We wanted to provide 
voice for African students at the university 
and make sure that the university is 
accommodative of all races. 

Our values were that of service delivery, 
reliability, transparency, openness and 
accountability. 

I was inspired by the vast leadership of the 
African National Congress and the South 
African Communist Party, in particular 
the likes of Chris Hani, Lance Nawa (from 
Pretoria, a political activist and a writer) 
and Peter Mokaba. 

In our SASCO branch on campus, the 
political awareness and understanding 
was of a very high caliber.  This branch 
was where I had my first interactions with 
Marxism theories and socialist ideas for a 
better world.  Before that, I did not know 
of Marxism, Lenin, Mao etc. and the depth 
of debates around the South African 
higher education sector were key.  During 
that time, issues around mergers, SETAs 
and the transformation of skills 
development and the qualification 



registration with SAQA were critical day 
to day issues.   

Not really.  The only issues were around 
funding of political associations rather 

than the incentives for participating in 
leadership.  We used to receive an 
honorarium (stipend) quarterly as SRC 
members, but our participation in the 
structure was not motivated by the 
financial incentives. 


